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	Sudoku Programming with C, 9781484209967 (1484209966), Apress, 2015

	Sudoku Programming with C teaches you how to write computer programs to solve and generate Sudoku puzzles. This is a practical book that will provide you with everything you need to write your own books of Sudoku Classic and Samurai puzzles. But be warned: after reading it, you'll discover that the puzzles in your local paper are not so challenging after all!


	We like Sudokus because they test our capacity to recognize and interpret patterns. But how are the clues generated? Where do those quasi-symmetrical configurations come from? When the author explored the Web to find out, he discovered that there were many sites that explained how to solve Sudokus, but none that told him how create them. He also saw many sites and apps to play Sudoku, but, perhaps not surprising, no indication of how they worked.


	So, he had to develop his own applications in order to find out. And, from the very start, he decided that he would publish the code for anyone else to use and perhaps tinker with, but the author wrote it in such a way that also lets readers with limited knowledge of programming techniques understand it. In fact, you could decide to start generating thousands of puzzles almost immediately, and go through the explanations of algorithms and techniques later, a bit at a time. The author chose to write the application in ‘plain old C’ because he wanted to make the code accessible to as many people as possible.


	In this book, you will find an explanation of all solving strategies, and the code to implement them. Writing the Solver application was more difficult than writing the Generator, because it required designing and implementing each strategy separately. However, the author wanted to include a solving program capable of listing the strategies necessary to solve any particular puzzle. He also wanted to check whether a puzzle was solvable analytically, without any guessing.


	This book includes the full listings of both the Generator and the Solver, and explanations of all C modules, with walk-throughs and examples.


	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		How to model a Sudoku puzzle in C
	
		What are the strategies in the main program as well as in the utilities needed
	
		How to implement numerous strategies and techniques for Sudoku generating and solving
	
		How to solve puzzles
	
		How to generate Sudokus
	
		What are Samurai Sudokus and how to solve them



	Who this book is for


	This book is for readers with limited knowledge of programming techniques. The C code is significant and so it is best to have some prior knowledge of C.
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Making Use of RubyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Ruby is an interpreted language, capable of saving programmers considerable time during program development since no compilation and linking are necessary. It is ideal for writing text-processing applications, server-side scripts, application prototypes, mathematics, and for many everyday programming tasks.

    * Reviews Ruby's clever...

		

Fundamentals of Robotic Mechanical SystemsSpringer, 2002
Modern robotics dates from the late 1960s, when progress in the development of microprocessors made possible the computer control of a multiaxial manipulator. Since then, robotics has evolved to connect with many branches of science and engineering, and to encompass such diverse fields as computer vision, artificial intelligence, and speech...

		

Sams Teach Yourself PHP in 24 Hours, Third EditionSams Publishing, 2003
Consisting of 24 one-hour lessons, Sams Teach Yourself PHP in 24 Hours is divided into five sections that guide the reader through the language from the basics to the advanced functions. 

The first section of the book teaches the fundamentals of PHP.  And then, building upon what has been taught in the first section, sections two through...





	

3ds Max at a Glance (At a Glance)Sybex, 2007
Take a Closer Look at 3ds Max
    One look and you'll see that this 3ds Max book is different from all the others. It presents the core 3ds Max features in pages packed with striking graphics that perfectly illustrate the concepts. Each page is loaded with vivid, detailed explanations on crucial components, such as the 3ds Max...


		

Computational Diffusion MRI and Brain Connectivity: MICCAI Workshops, Nagoya, Japan, September 22nd, 2013 (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2014

	This volume contains the proceedings from two closely related workshops: Computational Diffusion MRI (CDMRI’13) and Mathematical Methods from Brain Connectivity (MMBC’13), held under the auspices of the 16th International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention, which took place in Nagoya, Japan,...


		

Frontiers of Geographic Information TechnologySpringer, 2006
Although designed primarily for desktop mapping and analysis, Geographic Information Systems have, for some years, been ‘coupled’ to other ‘allied’ technologies. This coupling or integration has occurred for some time due to the limitations in commercially available systems. It has occurred in several areas including...
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